Introduction and notation
The notion of differential space as a natural generalization of the smooth manifold concept appeared independently in works of several authors, and the necessity of this generalization has become evident in many mathematical problems [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [20] - [27] . Some physical applications of this generalization are presented in [6] , [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [17] .
R. Sikorski introduced his concept of differential spaces in [21] and [22] , and subsequently gave a beautiful exposition of modern differential geometry in book [23] . This approach has allowed him to substantially generalize many geometric problems so far reserved only for smooth manifolds. Following C. Ehresmann [4] , one defines an atlas on the set J (M, N) of k-jets which contains all charts In turn, for any |9 e ?(N), we get /3°&o <0,tff>
Let us notice that (0 ) . is a smooth family of mappings xeE mn (see Appendix II for the definition and properties of smooth families). Indeed, the mapping In the proof of smoothness of functions for X e a* (M) P and 0 € ?(N), we shall denote by the same symbol X the restriction of the global k-field X to the open subspace U c M, where U is the domain of the chart <p. We obtain rgO<^,
v Obviously, the k-field (<t>) ** is smooth, and therefore k -1 ([ (<P) °e x )) v is a smooth family. From Appendix II xeE mn X -1 it follows that r^«f>,\l)> is a differentiable function, which x means that r_ is smooth. 
